
NUT
WHAT is brown and comes
from Newcastle-upon-Tyne?
The NUT motor cycle, of course,
the initials echoing those of the
city of five bridges. The first
recorded NUT was made in
1909 by Hugh Mason, who ran
the factory. Production was
financed by Sir William Angus,
and it did not get into full swing
until 1912 (which is the date
given in Erwin Tragatsch's
E ncycl opedi a of M oto rcycl esl.
The following year Mason gave
the firm its first racing victory
by winning the Junior TT on
the lsle of Man.

Though not particularly
associated with racing now, the
factory made a special effort in
the early 1920s by making six
machines with special 500cc
racing JAP side-valve vee-
twins. One was entered in the

1934 OEC trials model

oEc
THE smart-Alecs who translated
the initials of the Osborn
Engineering Company as
meaning "Odd Engineering
Contraptions" weren't so very
far wrong, for OEC did indeed
produce some very peculiar
motor cycles over the years.
The works were originally in
Lees Lane, Gosport, but in the
1930s OEC caught the cross-
harbour ferry, to finish up in
Portsmouth Old Town.

For several years until 1922,
OEC machines were marketed
under a Blackburne name (they
made use of Blackburne
engines. both single and vee-

1922 Senior TT, ridden by
Robin Bownass, but despite
reasonably good practice times.
he crashed on the first lap,
snapping the steering stem.

The company itself crashed
that same year, and the story is
that though it was doing well
enough, its financial resources
were drained by Sir William
Angus's son in his attempt to
manufacture the Angus-
Sanderson car.

NUT rose from the ashes in
1923. with a new board of
directors. They were, perhaps,
not all they might have been,
for in 1 926 half a dozen of them
were jailed for fraud, and the
company passed into the hands
of one Mr. Tibbles. Motor cycle
production continued, but it
was only one of the irons which
Mr. Tibbles had in one of many
fires. The flames were damped
for ever in 1934, and thereafter
"brown " and "Newcastle"
came to mean something very
different.

1931 NUT

designer in-house - Frank
Leach. His flrst project was the
598cc Model 100, followed by
the 250cc Model 20. This, and
its 350cc stablemate, formed
the basis of the extraordinarily
cheap Red Panther, a model
sold exclusively through Pride
and Clarke.

After the Second War P & M
offered the Model '100 and a
new range of 250cc and 350cc
singles with vertical engines.
These were developed into the
reasonably successfu I Stroud
competition models after 1949.

Late additions to the Panther
pantheon included the Princess
scooter and another set of
Vi I I iers-en gined li ghtweights,
which featured Earles forks at
first. Afinal gesture in 1964saw
the Model 100 grow to the
645cc Model 120 and,
ominously, the 250cc two-
stroke twin become Pride and
Clarke's new Red Panther in
1966. A year later the Panther
was growling no more,
although "Auntie" Alice
Wharton carried on the spares
side of things for many years,
much to the delight of Panther
owners.

1938 OK Supreme Flying Cloud Deluxe 250

twins), but for 1923 the OEC
name appeared on the tank.
Perhaps the oddest OECs were
those with the clumsy-looking
Duplex steering; one was
odder still, for it was a military
prototype with not only Duplex
steering but two small rear
wheels on a bogie.

When OEC returned in post-
WW2 years they were mainly
Villiers-powered, though in
1952 one model fitted the 248cc
Brockhouse side-valve. Sprung-
frame models used three
chains. But in 1954 the
company folded, diversification
into tubular chairs bringing no
relief.

1925 P&M 500

PANTHER
lT WAS 1900 when Joah
Phelon, then in partnership
with Harry Rayner, made a
motor cycle using the engine as
the front frame tube. Not being
able to manufacture it himself,
he licensed the design to
Humber. Richard Moore
approached him in 1903, and
so was born the firm of Phelon
and Moore, making motor
cycles under their own name,
including a novel two speed
gear with twin primary chains.
A770cc vee-twin was also
developed but the Great War
intervened, during which the
RFC adopred the S00cc p & M
as their standard motor cycle.
Afterwards a 550cc sportster
was offered.

Granville Bradshaw was
brought in to design a new
s.ingle in 1923, the result being
the ohv 500cc Panther; the
name stuck. Bradshaw also
designed the 250cc transverse
vee-twin Panthette but it was
not a success. A range of
Villiers-engined I ightweights
was launched to use up some
of the spare frame parts.

P&MalsohadatalentedOK SUPREME
THE OK story really began as
far back as 1899, but OK
Supreme as such began in
1928. Partners in the firm were
Humphries and Dawes, but it
was a stormy partnership, and
when Dawes withdrew his
share of the capital Ernie
Humphries had to sell the
factory (to Velocette,
incidentally) and withdraw to
smaller premises.

Nevertheless, he came
bouncing back and with
improving fortunes moved into
bigger works once more, this
time at Warwick Road, Greet.

48

Bread-and-butter OK Supremes
were JAP-engined, but racing
machines used overhead-
camshaft motors of the
company's own design - at first
the sloping "lighthouse" (so
called, because of a mica
window at the top of the
camshaft drive tower) and later
a handsome vertical engine
with bevel camshaft drive.

The death of Ernie's son,
John Humphries, prevented
the planned return to the
market post-WW2 (though a
small batch of grass-track
special OK Supremes was built
in 19471.
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1923 P and P Silent Three

P&P
ESTABLISHED by Erling Poppe
and Gilmour Packman in 1922,
with works at Moor Street,
Coventry. P & P was possibly
the unluckiest motor cycle
company in the British industry.
The design was good (an
unusual detail was that the rear
spindle was "live" and ran in
bearings in the fork ends), and
the P & P Silent Three, which
employed a 350cc Barr &
Strou o sleeve-valve engine,
:-.3vec a rrs ng market.

3-::+, c catastrophes in quick
S-:::SS :- S:'-:<:'3 f''^1,

First, Gilmour Packman was
killed during a squabble in the
works, when the two
protagonists rolled against a

stores bin which had, on its top
shelf, a quantity of heavy
silencers; one silencer fell and
fractured Packman's
abnormally thin skull.

The second catastrophe was
a fire which burned to the
ground the Montgomery
factory which had been building
the P & P under contract. Erling
Poppe sold out to Wooler, and
the make petered out around
1 931.

1903 Ouadrant

OUADRANT
ORIGIN of the name was a
pecu liar steering mechanisrn,
rnvolving two flat quadrants,
on the pedal tricycles built by
the company in Victorian times
lone can be seen at Arbury Hall,
Nuneaton). By the turn of the
century Ouadrant had begun
motor cycle production, initially
with a 211cc Minerva engine,
later with their own power
units - "units" in the plural, in
the case of the Ouadrant
forecar, the driver could use
one engine or both, according
to his passenger load.

However, the two main
personalities involved in
Ouadrant (Walter Lloyd and
Tom Silver) didn't get on
together, and some stormy
board meetings hampered the
proper development of the firm
and its markets. Nevertheless,
Ouadrant did survive WW1
and, in the 1920s, advertised
themselves as'Britain's Oldest
Motor Cycle" (to which the wits
replied "Yes, and it looks like
it!"). But the great days were
over, and the company was
one of the first casualties of the
Great Depression.

1930 Raleigh 3%hp

RALEIGH
LOOK at a British-made bicycle
today and you are quite likely
to see the name Raleigh, which
is how the Nottingham-based
company started off.
Diversifying into motor cycle
manufacture in 1899, there was
a gap of some years before
they introduced the luxury
698cc flat twin in 1919. This
machine was remarkable for its
leaf-spring frame, all-chain
drive and overall quality.

A2t/hp (348cc) single
followed in 1922, being a more
basic machine but with the
option of a three-speed gearbox
and sports or touring
specifications. For sidecar use a
3hp (399cc) model was offered'

Both of these models were
very popular in the 1920s, and
Raleigh mounted some
excellent publicity drives,
perhaps the best known of
which involved Marjorie Cottle
(on a 2%hp) and Hugh Gibson
(on a sidecar outfit) undertaking
a round-the-coast run of Britain.
Marjorie went on a southward

circuit, Hugh on a northward
and their projected crossing
point was the subject of a
competition wh ich attracted
over 60,000 entries. The prize
was a 27ahp model.

ln 1929 the side-valve 27a
machine was dropped but the
MT30 ohv twin-port continued,
finding considerable success in
trials. The following year all
Raleighs save the very smallest
were converted to semi-dry-
sump lubrication, but in 1933
the fall in demand for motor
cycles led to the factory
stopping production of
powered two-wheelers.

It is worth adding that
Stu rmey-Archer. manufactu rers
of proprietary engines and
gearboxes for many years,
were also part of the Raleigh
empire, and that Danny
O'Donavan (famous also for his
work with Norton) designed
some S-A engines. He later
went on to manufacture Carlton
bicycles. Raleigh, Sturmey-
Archer and Carlton are all part
of the giant Tube lnvestments
group now.
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REX.ACME
REX started in 1899 bY making
cars, with Billy and Harold
Williamson in charge of the
factory. The first motor cYcle
followed irr 1900 (a 13/qhq

model) and a vigorous
competition programme soon
established the name, including
a whole series of attempts on
the Lands End to John O'Groats
record. This certainlY seemed
to improve the breed, for
development continued aPace,
with 465cc sv single and 726cc
ioe twin motors, sPring forks
and dropped frames.

One of Rex's most famous
works riders was Muriel Hind,
who competed in manY trials
and hill-climbs from 1909'

By 1919 the comPanY was
flourishing again and had taken
over the CoventrY Acme Motor
Co. The two firms co-existed
for a while, the first Rex Acme
beino a 350cc Blackburne-
engiied single of 1921. From
thia time on Bex-Acme used
proprietary engines with great
success. Wal HandleY, in
particular, established the
marque's reputation on the
racetrack so firmlY that the
three legs of Man were added
to the logo on the Petrol tank.

Racing models do not ensure
bread-and-butter sales,

1929 Rex-Acme SPorts 350

however, and Rex-Acme found
commerical comPetition during
the depression too keen,
closing the factorY in 1925. The
name was bought bY the Mills-
Fulford sidecar concern and a

range of lightweights with
Abingdon King Dick engines
followed. These were not the
answer, and both Rex-Acme
and Mills-Fulford ceased
trading in 1933.

1937 Royal Enfield Bullet 500

ROYAL ENFIELD
STARTING as George
Townsend and Co. then
becoming the Eadie
Manufacturing Co, the Enfield
Manufacturing Co, the New
Enfield Cycle Co and finallY the
Enfield Cycle Co, the makers of
what became Royal Enfield
motor cycles first exPerimented
with powered transport in
1899. After an on-off
relationship with the idea, the
first serious Royal Enfield
machine appeared in 1910,
with a light 2%hp Motosacoche
engine. Two years later the first
of many Royal Enfield big
vee-twins came out, a 6hP
JAP-engined sidecar outfit.
During the first war the
company supplied an 8hP
outfit, fitted with a Vickers
machine gun.

By the mid-'20s RoYal Enfield
were offering a 350cc single
and a lightweight two-stroke as

well as the twins, and the range
was expanded to include a
500cc single, a225cc side-valve
and, in 1931 , a four-valve sPorts
500. Other areas were also
investigated, one result being
the 148cc Cycar, which had a

good deal of Pressed'steel
bodywork.

New ground was broken in
1948 with a fully sprung trials
machine, the Bullet, which was
soon joined bY a 500cc rwin.
The Bullets remained in
oroduction until 1967, and the
iwin was developed into a 700
and then 750cc road burner. A
unit-construction 250 was
launched in 1957 and the
company continued with this
range, plus a two-stroke twin,
until 1967 when the Redditch
factory was sold. Production
continued for a time at Bradford
on Avon, and a machine based
on the Bullet is still made bY
Enfield lndia in Madras.

ROVER
SO well-established has Bover
become in the car world, that it
tends to be forgotten that the
Rover was the first successful
safety (ie, two equal-size
wheels, and chain drive) Pedal
cycle. A hancisome 500cc side-
valve single designed bY John
Greenwood (who later moved
to become Sunbeam's
designer) was the nrainstaY of
the Pre-WWl range; vee-twins
for the Russian ArmY during
that war led to a civilian vee-
twin post-war, but as the 1920s

arrived, so Rover moved with
the times to Present an
especially neat little 250cc
unit-construction overhead-
valve model for 1923.

It was, perhaPs, a trifle down
on power, and so a 350cc
version was added to the range
incorporating a number of
improvements. All-chain drive.
drum brakes and electric
liohtino were ahead-of-the-
tiires iiems in the sPecification
but Rover were to find that car
and motor cYcle Production
didn't mix, and the bikes were
dropped after 1925.

ROYAL RUBY
THOROUGHLY Mancunian,
Royal Ruby began in Ancoats in
the 1900s, the later models of
the period featuring engines of
the firm's own design and
manufactu re. JAP-Powered
1,000cc vee-twins were added
to the production, and it soon
became evident that a bigger
factory was necessarY. This
was erected at Altrincham, and
among the first products to
emerge from the new works
was a rear-sprung model, but
by 1922 Royal RubY were in
dead trouble, and in a huge

aLrction held at the works even
the managing director's house
and car were sold.

The name was to live on,
though, for the manufacturing
riqhts were bought bY a
Biadshawgate, Bolton dealer.
The later Royal Rubies were
Villiers-powered, and were
ouite modern in aPPearance.
with handsome saddle tanks;
there was, also, a RoYal RubY
three-wheeler with a JAP
enqine. But the riPPles of the
Wa-ll Street Crash sPread wice
and the companY went under'-
1932.
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'l$7 Rudge Sports Special

RUDGE

THERE are two technical
ach ievements invariably
associated with the narne
Rudge: the first is their system
of variable gearing (the Multi-
gear); the second is the
adoption of the four-valve
cylinder head layout to such
great effect.

The Multi system was
iaunched in 1912, a couple of
years after the first all-Rudge
motor cycie, and it lasted uhtil
1923 even though it was a
belt-drive transmission. With
this variable gearing Hudges
did well in competition, and
Cyril Pullin won the Senior TT
in 1914 for the company.

After the war Rudge returned
with a 998cc vee-twin, but little
else, and sales began to slip"
However, in 1924 the new
four-valve, four-speed model
was launched to immediate
acclaim. Available in 350cc and
500cc form, the new Rudges
soon made their mark on the
race circuits with such riders as
Graham Walker, Ernie Knott
and Tyrell Smith. Following a
tremendously close race at the

1934 SOS Magneric 250

sos
lN THE years leading up to the
outbreak of Worid War Two,
the SOS was the "class" bike
among Villiers-powered
,ightweights. The factorv was
founded at Hatlow, just outsrde
Worcester, in 1927 by Len
Vale-Onslow and originally the'nitials 

stood for "Strper Onslow
Special". By 1932 production
had moved to Birmingham,
and from the mid-thirties
onward the firm was controlled
by Tommy Meeten, the sales
s,ogan now being "So
Obviously Superior".

The SOS broke new ground
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Ulster Grand Prix, the top-of-
the-line model was nam6d the
Ulster"

The four-valve system was
changed in '1930 to radial
disposition (and in '1931 to
semi-radiali, which gave more
efficient cylinder filting and
combustion. Frank Anstey laid
out an elegant design and
Rudge won the Junior TT with
a 1-2-3. Sadly, what the world
did not really need in 1g30 was
a high performance sportster,
and Rudge began to experience
financial troubles. Theii engines
were made avaiiable as
proprietary units under the
Python name, with some
success, but a receiver was
appointed in 1933. ln 1936 thv
firm was bought by the
Gramophone Company (HMV,
later EMI) but despite some
success in the 1937 ISDT
production was moved to
Hayes. There were plans for
new machines, but the war
intervened, the factory was
requisitioned for radar
production and the Rudge
name eventually passed to the
Raleigh group of bicycle
manufacturers.

SCOTT

BUILT at Shipley, Yorks, well
away from the mainstream of
British motor cycle
manufacture, the Scott
ploughed a ruggedly individual
furrow - as individual as the
man himself. Alfred Anqas
Scott's forte (and yes. A-ngas is
correct; a family name) was the
water-cooled vertical twin
two-stroke, for many years
housed in an open but
triangulated frame.

Characteristic touches
included the motor cycle
world's first kickstart and
telescopic forks, and a foot-
operated clutch which engaged

1937 Sunbeam Model 9

SUNBEAM
HOW did Sunbeam get its
name? Legend has it that Ellen
Marston, wife of the firm,s
founder John, suggested it
after seeing his prototype
bicycle leaning against a sunlit
wall. Bicycle manufacture was
Sunbeam's mainstay until
1911, when Harry Stevens and
John Greenwood designed and
developed the 2s/ahp model. A
6hp JAP-engined sidecar hauler
joined the range a couple of
years later, together with a
37zhp single. The latter proved
popular and successful before,
during and after the Great Wai,
with Tommy De La Hav and
Alec Bennett racing it to victory
in the 1920 and 1922 TTs
respectively.

-G_eorge Dance was in charge
of the devetopment and tuniig,
but despite his best efforts thd
side-valve engine was getting a
bit long in the tooth, and it w-as
replaced in 1923 with an ohv
500 -the Model g (and Model 8

the choice of two primary-drive
ratios. Scott invented his own
carburettor and, for the
immediate Pre-Vly'W1 TT race
years, a rotary inlet valve. He
became involved, too, in a
lop-sided-looking three-wheeler
known officially as the Scott
Sociable, and unofficially as the
Crab. But a fatal bout of
pneumonia followed a pot-
holingg misadventure.
_ Following WW2 the original
Scott company got into
difficulties and was bouoht by
Matt Holder, of Birmingf,am,
who built severral hundred
more "Birmingham Scotts"
into the 1960s.

19116 Scott

in many ways "- all-welded
duplex tubular frames, semi-
unit construction of engine and
gearbox and, above all, the
pioneering of water-cooied
two-stroke singles, initially of
172ccf (with Vale-Onslow upper
works on a Villiers bottom end)
and later of 250cc. High-levet
exhaust pipes were another
characteristic.

Not all SOS models were
two-strokes, for overhead-valve
JAP and Blackburne engines
were fitted to some. production
ceased in 1940, the SOS frame
patents being used in
construction of the wartime
Welbike.

350). When Gordon Cobbold
won a gold star at Brooklands,
the company was not slow to
market a replica known as the
Model 90.

Works Model 90s enjoyed
tremendous racing success in
the hands of Charlie Dodson
and Graham Walker, which
helped to keep new owners of
the firm, lCt, happy. Other
manufactu rers, however, were
reaping the benefits of
experimenting with overhead
camshafts and four-valve
cylinder heads, and the
Sunbeam began to get left
behind. The end finally came
for "real" Sunbeams in 1934.

The name was sold on,
though, first to AMC and then
to BSA who applied it, after the
war, to a pair of in-line twins,
the 57 and S8. Though they
were refined, dignified motor
cycles, they could not recapture
the aura ofthose black-and-
gold machines made by John
Marston.
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TANDON
THOUGH the first 125cc Tandon
two-strokes, in 19218, looked
curiously old-fashioned with
their straight-tube frames and
cycle-type saddles, there was
reason for the design. Devduft
Tandon, himself an lndian, had
the idea of shipping out the
models in CKD form, to be
assembled in small lndian
villages with the minimum of
tools; that is why the frames
were not brazed, but were held

1938 Triumph 5H

TRIUMPH
STARTING with cycles made by
Siegfried Bettman, and later
Maurice Schulte, the company
experimented with a couple of
designs befAre making
Minerva, Fafnir and JAP-
powered motor cycles. ln 1904
the first all-Triumph model
appeared, and from then on
there was no stopping the
company. Race and record
breaking successes followed in
no time.

The first major landmark was
the 550cc sv single of 1914, the
Model H, soon dubbed "Trusty"
by thousands of despatch
riders, and, following them,
civilians. The next was probably
the four-valve Ricardo, which
although it did not achieve its
apparent potential, caused a
sensation at its launch in 1921 .

The Model P was the
complete opposite, a cut-price
500cc sv machine, made and
sold by the thousand. Despite
this, the slump in world trade
hit Triumph as hard as the rest

1954 Vincent Series C
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together by light-alloy clamps.
The works were in Watford,

and as time went by the export
idea was dropped, Tandon
machines appearing on the
home market in a more
contemporary style - among
them the Supaglid, with rubber
suspension unit carried
horizontally below the engine.
There was, also, a 197cc trials
model listed as the Kangaroo,
while at the top of the roadster
range there appeared 250 and
322cc two-stroke twins
powered by British Anzani
units. Final Tandons appeared
for the 1957 season, the firm
closing soon after.

and although Val Page
designed some nice singles
and a vertical twin, the Triumph
company decided to
concentrate on making cars.
This allowed Jack Sangster to
buy the motor cycle side and he
brought Edward Turner in.
Turner restyled the singles and
designed the immortal Speed
Twin, which set the pattern for
Triumph production from 1937
onwards. The Grand Prix racer,
Trophy off-road machine and
650cc Thunderbird followed,
along with the 3T 350.

For many years all went well,
but in the 1960s a decline set in,
and not even the launch of the
three-cyclindered Trident in
1968 could revive Triumph's
fortunes. After many tussles
between workers and
management. the gates of the
Meriden factory closed for the
last time in 1983. The name
was bought by John Bloor, and
the rights to make the
Bonnneville licenced to Les
Harris.

1951 Tandon lmp Supreme

1938 Velocette KSS

VELOCETTE
FOR A company which ended
its life irrevocably associated
with fast four-strokes, Veloce
Ltd spent an awfully long time
making small capacity two-
strokes. From 1913 to '1925 they
made little (and after 1918
nothing) but 206cc and 220cc
(later 249cc) strokers.

ln 1925 a new overhead
camshaft 350cc four-stroke
came out, and just a year later
Alec Bennett proved the new
design by winning the Junior
TT on this, the Model K. A KSS
sports replica followed, and
there were other variants to
suit different pockets.

Two-strokes made a
reappearance with the Model
U, USS and, in 1930, the brand
new GTP. Another brand new
design (from Eugene
Goodman) was the MOV 250cc

VINCENT.HRD
JUST down from Cambridge.
young Phillip Vincent bought
the manufacturing rights to
HRD motor cycles in 1928,
primarily for the use of those
initials, which he hoped would
persuade people that his was a
serious machine. Howard R.
Davies founded HRD in 1925,
and found success on the lsle
of Man, winning the TT in 192'l
for AJS and in 1925 for himself.
Vincent had long admired him
and his motor cycles, which are
credited with starting the trend
for saddle-tanks.

ln the early years Vincent-
HRDs used a series of
proprietary engines (MAG, JAP
and Rudge) but from the outset
used the triangulated rear

ohv model of 1933. An instant
success, it was enlarged to
make the 350cc MAC and then
the 500cc MSS.

After the war, production of
the pushrod four-strokes and
KSS continued until 1949,
when only the MAC survived.
The reason became apparent
with the launch of the 149cc
water-cooled, flat-twin fou r-
stroke. ln 1955 a
revised 500cc MSS appeared.
Developed into the Venom
then Venom Clubman (the 35C
became the Viper). the big
single acquired a sporting
reputation second to none
the Thruxton in 1964. Neither
this, nor the sophisticated
Viceroy scooter, could bring
the sales which Velocette
needed to survive and the Har
Green works went into
liquidation in 1971.

suspension which Vincent hac
roughed out while he was stil
at Harrow school. The firm
found its true metier when
Vincent and Phil lrving desi
a 500cc single incorporating
the best in current practise
many of Vincent's novel ideas
This was followed by the
A Rapide, a vee-twin of 998cc
achieved by doubling-up the
single; the Vincent legend hac
been born.

When the opportunity arose
for redesigning the twin, the
Series B was launched in 1

lncorporating many
improvements it was claimec
to be the fastest standard
motor cycle in the world, anc
proved the point by winning
the Clubman's TT of that yea.
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Camping wittr all its pleasures and none of its painsl A
light caravan to towbehindyour Rudge outfit, of course!

But despite vigorous advertising, onty eight Rudge
Caravans wefe ever built.Just onti surives, -

rebuilt by Qave McMahon. ylt it had seemed . . .

.K. W'TDEA, T IME
Story by Bob Currie. Photography byJim Davies..
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-{3OVE: Ihe Rudge Book ofthe Road

RIGHT: "Our happy adventurers pull into a
caop-slte for the night!" (A still from the 1928
Rudge publicity fflm). Achrally, it's Coventry
Hemorial Park, half a mile from the factory,

SOMEBODY in the publicity department
of the Rudge-Whitworth works in
Coventry must haye been a Boy Scout; for
rhere, in the 1928 edition of The Rudge
Book Of the Road. was a very precise
sketch of the ideal campsite - direction of
sun travel through the day, prevailing
wind, where to establish the camp fue,
and how to peg out your caravan, with the
towbar lashed to the roots of a nearby
hedge ("for the caravan is light, its wheels
have ball bearings and, if the wind
freshens and there is a horse pond at the
other side of the field, you may waken
from dreaming that you are in an air liner
svhich has come down in the Channel, to
discover that the case after all is not so
very dffierentl").

A combination-towed caravan, as early
x 1928? Indeed so. "The Rudge Four's
chief errand" - and by the way, that didn't
imply four cylinders; it referred to four
valves and a four-speed gearbox - "is not
to replace the railway on well-trodden
routes but to take you to places where
railways and other useful but oppressive
manifestations of civilisation do not exist.
Rudge-\Whitworth have, therefore, pro-
duced the Trailer Caravan. This light
tender, large enough to sleep two people
and to carry all their luggage and camping
equipment on a journey, is specialll, de-
signed to be towed in the wake of your
Rudge and sidecar.

'No need to make your bike and sidecar
look like a Christmas tree with the tent

strapped on here, afld the wash-bowl
lashed to the chassis with string, and the
mallet and tent pegs forgotten until you
are seventy miles on the way! All your
luggage - all the dozen odds and ends you
think of at the last moment, room for
them all in the Trailer Caravan, afld a great
deal more tlesides.

"And when you reach your camping
ground there's no struggling for an hour
to pitch your tent, only to find you've
erected it over the entrance to a fully-
inhabited wasp's nest. No worrying about
ground sheets nor a midnight hunt for a
haystack. Simply take the extra baggage
out of the Trailer Catavan, spread your
bedding on the settees - and so to bed.

"Sleep in a different county every night
for a month, if you like. You woo't con-
tract pneumonia, and at the end of it the
Trailer Caravan will still be as weather-
tight and roadworthy as it was at the
beginning!"

Persuasive words - and backed up by
cinematic persuasion, for there still exists
a 1928 Rudge promotion fllm ("How a
British Motor Cycle Is Made"; \MCC Film
Library) containing a sequence in which
two gids with a Rudge outfit, caravan on
tow, trundle into a meadow and pitch
camp for the night. Rudge Enthusiasts'
Club stalwart, Dave McMahon, has iden-
tified the location of the shots as Coat of
Arms Bridge Road, Coventry, and the ad-
jacent Memorial Park.

And if you didn't want to buy a Rudge
caravan outright? Well, not to worry, for
more factory advertising urged that you
had a word with the local dealer about
hiring orre for the week or fortnight. But
in spite of it all, reckons Dave, the words
fell on stony ground and the idea didn't
take off. Rudge Club records are incom-
plete, but they imply that only about eight
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Builr up b1' Dave McMahon, the machine represents a1927 499ccTI Replica, with 8in
:r,.r-o brakes all round, and a 4-gallon oversize fuel tank copied from the one used on the
i::r Glanff eld "round.the.wodd" outfit.
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@Jtabt.-typ. uraoors._Built-in iacking struts at the two rear corners,

plusanother on the towing atm, ensure stabilitywhen the 'mn is ln use'

56

A oeek inside teveals genuine 'twenties-modern

linoleum. Construction is plywood on tight

timber framing.

'vans were ever built - and most of those

seem to have been shipped out to local
Rudge dealers, to be used for publicity
p...pos.s at summer Fetes, or wherever
the opportunirY arose.

Noi were they actually built at the main
Rudge w'orks in Crow Lane, Coventry, but
in the otd Rudge coachbuilding works in
Albanv Road, Earlsdon. They were a rare

sight even in 1928,let alone 1986, but
Dive did manage to track down an elderll'
Coventrian who remembers seeing them
under construction - and even re-

membere<I seeing one being trundled
manually down the road to the motor
cvcle works!

Seemingly, the caraYan idea started

some time in 19'27, or at about the same

time that Rudge were playing around with
other exotica such as the famous "canoe"

sidecar, the intention being that it should
be a surprise exhibit on the frrm's stand at

the 1927 Olympia Show. It didn't make it'
but it did appear in the catalogue at 110

zuineas foi the comPlete sel - bike
iitltt"t and cara'an! - plus s5 5s more for

electric li€ihting. Dimensions were quoted
a-s 7ft 3in long, 4t rOin wide and 4f1 7in
high. Equipment included two well'
ufholstered bed-settees, a table, cup'
bbard, washing-basin, cooking-stove (in
fact, a Primus), and lockers for food'
clothing, crockery, and cooking utensils 

-

.utrtreits were of the old style with
dummy belt-rim brakes, but the intriguing
thing was that the caravatT brakes were
linkad by a pulley and cable mechanism to

the bike's bwn front and rear coupled
brakes. The system acted through the

patented tow-hitch, and pressure on the

tike's brake pedal brought all four brake:
into operation, with a proportional weigh:
on 

"ui'h. 
"spceds of -r0 mph are possible'

claimed the catalogue, "and the outfit !!'il
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caraYan chassis followed the
patented arrangement; it can only

negotiate hills of I in 5,,.
Uniquely, the Rudge sidecar chassis was

built up of spring-steel flats, and the

missing, and in carting the remains from
Edinburgh to Oxford what little wood-
work that had remained, had virtuallv
crumbled ro norhing.

Hos.ever. Dave dulv collected the ruins
from Emie ar rhe }Iarch , 19g4. AGM of
the Rudge Club. Restorarion took a little
over a \'ear. and the completed caravan
made a triumphant appearance at the
Coombe .{bbev Rudge Rallr-of Mar.. 1985.
where ir sen'ed as the control centre.
Club members had pitched in wirh miss-
ing bits and pieces. The correct pair of
wheels s'ere obtained from a member
living in Hull, brake bits from club presi_
dent John Clalton in Exeter, and chassis
fittings - including the massive towing
bracket - were acquired from Colii
lhappgl in Harrogate (Colin had pur-
chased a number of Rudge sidecar pits,
but among them were several bits which
didn't tally with the spares list; when Dave
checked the caravan chassis spares list,
everything clicked!)

Dave also did a lot of negotiating with
the South Kensington Science Miseum
(who were "expensive but very helpful,')
to get views of the interior, and with their
aid he has been able to construct a replica
body exactly to original speciflcatioi. As
a poignant touch, the floor of Dave,s ,van
is covered with genuine vintage linoleum(no plastic pseudo-lino heril.l with a
tlpical 'twenties pattern; it came from the
house right next door to Dave's works in
Northey Road. Coventry - a house which
has never been redecorated since pre_war
days!

Though Rudge failed to sell the idea of
caravanning to the sidecar_owning family
man, they didn't despair. Unsold crra.,r.s
were simply converted into w.indowless
light delivery vans and sold to confec_
tionery suppliers and similar travellers in

lightgoods; they catalogued, too, an open-
sided milk float version (Coventry Co_Op
were still using a fleet of these, into thi
'forties) one of which - fitted with cross_
bench seats - rras used as a toast-rack busin Douglas at TT-time by Liverpool
dealers, Motormyles Ltd!

And, having built the caravan, it was
only natural that Dave McMahon should
want a suitably period Rudge sidecar out_
fir with which to tow it. So he built one,
ostensibly a 1927 499cc Tt Reptca - but
there was nothing ',Replica,, about the
engine, for it is one he has owned for
many yeafs, having acquired it from the
Iate John Griftth who, in turn, obtained it
from Graham Walker. The legend is that itis one of Graham,s 1927 T-l practice
engines. and certainly it shows a number
of Rudge race-shop specialiries including
two main bearings on the drive side.
, Dave's choice of a 1927 TT Replica out_
fit was dictated by the fact thai this was
the first production Rudge to have drum
instead of dummy-rim brakes; with a
car?rran behind him, he wanted to be able
to stop, and so a further gin drum brake
was fitted to the sidecar wheel (it was an
extra, ary,way). Now, with the ,van
hitched on, all flve wheels provide the
stopping power!

Eadier, Dave had been responsible for
restoring, for the Coventry Museum of
Road Transporr, the Rudge ourfit with
which Stan Glanfield had circumnavigated
the globe, and it was then that he reiised
just howpoor the dummy-rim-type brakes
9f 1 ludge outfit could be, wLen tully
loaded. However, ttre 4-gallon fuel tan(
and the oil tank of his new outfit were
copied from those on the Glan_field outfit.

The sidecar was acquired from Bill
Hume. but the wood had rhoroughly
rotted a-fter standing outside for many
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Ybe
attached to a Rudge-$Thirworth motor
cycle, warned the makers, and the special
toi/ing hitch took the form of a large
clamp which attached to the rear croJs_
member of the sidecar chassis. Tfeight of
the caravan, fully equipped, was 2l/zc*t
(28olb).

Dave McMahon first encountered this
particulaf cararlan in 1976 when. in the
course of the $(zindmill Rally in Scotland,
he had occasion to call at an old garage in
Edinburgh, run by Jock McKenziE *i.o ,t
one stage had been Bert Le Vack,s
mechanic. Dave had heard thatJock might
have some old Rudge spares _ which"in-
deed he had, in addition to much speed_
way stuff. But rotting a.way at the rear of
the garage was what appeared to be a bike
trailer - which turned out to be a Rudge
Caravao with the upper works cut ofl"at
window height.

Seemingly, McKenzie had used it for
transporting Bert Le Vack,s bikes to meet_
ings, and the inner walls of the ,van were
still decorated with the tattered remains
ofposters advertising Le Vack,s successes
on New Imperials!

Sadly, from Dave,s poinr of view, Jock
]lcKenzie didn't wantlo sell. Dave t.pt i.,
touch for a few years, but then lost tiack.
Then, right out ofthe blue, Oxford Rudge
enrhusiast Emie Lessiter (himself a formEr
speedway man) told Dave that he had
finalh'persuaded McKenzie to part with it
- and n'as Dave still interested in doins a
dealT \-es indeed. and rhe two-way slrip
rncluded a Rudge Special engine _ itrougtr
in rhe inten ening years the caravan hid
rllsrnregrated further. The wheels were
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"see' I told you it workst" Dave takes the outfit for a demonstation rap of the rally meadow.
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